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The talented reggae/hip hop musician from Jamaica has released his 
anticipated sophomore album, a move which will thrill his fans around 
the world. 

STOCKTON, GEORGIA—UNITED STATES—MARCH 12, 2010. No Phear 
recently released his new album, marking a huge stage in the career 
of the versatile reggae/hip hop singer-songwriter. No Phear, who hails 
from St. Ann, Jamaica, has released his second solo project and is now 
promoting the album to build upon his fan base and introduce his 
music to more people than ever. 

 



The album, I Stand Alone , consists of sixteen original songs from No 
Phear, each providing a combination of contemporary driving beats, 
resonant vocals and inspired lyrics. The rhythmic undercurrent bears 
testament to a modern interpretation of reggae , and the music is 
accentuated throughout with elements of dancehall and hip hop. 

The album was recorded at Rockstar Entertainment & Music in New 
Jersey, and its creation was supported by musicians like Pink Bling, 
Super Shane and Notorious. It was produced collaboratively by No 
Phear, Showtime da Producer and T and was post-produced by T from 
High Stakes Records. 

I Stand Alone reveals the array of influences that have found their way 
into No Phear's music. While his grounding is in traditional reggae, his 
style has been shaped by other musical forms indigenous to the 
Caribbean. No Phear always brings something singular and fresh to a 
traditional sound. For this reason, his preference for unconventional 
beats has been enhanced by his ability to blend the essence of 
reggae/dancehall with a modern urban note flavored by rap and hip 
hop. 

No Phear said of his work, “Since going solo, my style has developed, 
and I've incorporated other sounds and genres which have all made 
their way into I Stand Alone . The album is a reflection of my 
influences over the years and the changes that I've experienced as an 
artist.” 

The album is available now 
on iTunes , Rhapsody , napster and Amazon; and fans are encouraged 
to visit No Phear's website, which provides everything you could want 
to know about the promising musician: fans can check out No Phear's 
brand new “Zion's Gate” video, view photos, and sign up for the 
mailing list to receive information about upcoming shows and No Phear 
news. Fans are also invited to visit No Phear's MySpace page and join 
up to be his friend on Facebook. 

Full Contact Details: 

Time Zone International Records: 1timezonerecords@gmail.com  
Management/booking contacts: Marlon Calder 770-866-8755 
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